Please complete below information to allow GHY to classify your garment. Return to Lynne McGowan at
lynnem@ghy.com.
1) Is garment made from knit or woven fabric? ______ Knit, ______ Woven
2) What is the content of the fabric? i.e. 60% cotton, 40% polyester _____________________________
3) Is garment for Women, Men or Children?____ Women, _____ Men, _____ Children
4) If garment is t-shirt, please provide the below information.
a) Fabric weight _______
b) Size of logo, heat seal, etc. (i.e., 1-1/2” x 2“, or 3” x 4”) ___________
c) Where on the garment is the logo, heat seal located? ____________
d) Does the t-shirt have more than one panel sewn together in front and or in back? _________
5) If top, please provide the below information.
a) Is top a pullover? _____
b) Does top have a functional placket (button, tie, zipper, etc.) at neck line? _____
c) Does top have a tightening element at the bottom? _______________
6) Is top a tank top? ________
7) Is top a sports bra? ________
8) If Jacket, please provide the below information.
a) Is the jacket a suit jacket? ____ If yes, skip the remaining jacket questions
b) Is jacket worn as outwear to protect against elements? _________
c) Is the jacket a parka or an anorak? _______ Parka ________ Anorak
d) Is jacket padded? _________Type of padding: ___________
e) Is jacket lined? ___________ Content of lining: _________________________
f) Does jacket have sleeves? ____________________
g) Does jacket have DETABCHABLE sleeves? ___________
h) Does Jacket have any of the below characteristics?
a. Pockets at or below the waist _____
b. Tightening element at the waist or at the bottom of the garment? ______
c. Is the jacket made form a heavy weight shell fabric, i.e. =/> 10 oz. ______
d. Is the jacket partially or fully lined? _______
e. Back vents or pleats, side vents with back seams? _______
f. Eisenhower style? _______
g. Belt or simulated belt? ________
h. Large jacket or coat size buttons, toggles, or snaps? ______
i. Zipper closure?_______ Size of zipper:
a) Small #1- #4? ______
b) Medium: #5 - #7?______
c) Large: #8 - #10? _______
j. Lapels? ______
k. Long sleeve without cuffs? _______
l. Tightening element at the cuffs? ____
i) Is the made from bonded or coated fabric? _______
9) If shorts:
a) Is the hem line above the knee? __________
b) Do the shorts have an inserted brief?_______
c) Are the shorts padded for cycling?_______
10) If pants: A
a) Are they Capri pants? ___________
b) Do they contain =/>5% Spandex or elastomeric yarn? ______

If at all possible, please provide a picture of the garment.

